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Abstract

Exploring the world through touch requires the integration of internal (e.g., anatomical) and external

(e.g., spatial) reference frames — you only know what you touch when you know where your hands

are in space. The deficit observed in tactile temporal-order judgements when the hands are crossed

over the midline provides one tool to explore this integration. We used foot pedals and required

participants to focus on either the hand that was stimulated first (an anatomical bias condition) or

the location of the hand that was stimulated first (a spatiotopic bias condition). Spatiotopic-based

responses produce a larger crossed-hands deficit, presumably by focusing observers on the external

reference frame. In contrast, anatomical-based responses focus the observer on the internal reference

frame and produce a smaller deficit. This manipulation thus provides evidence that observers can

change the relative weight given to each reference frame. We quantify this effect using a probabilistic

model that produces a population estimate of the relative weight given to each reference frame. We

show that a spatiotopic bias can result in either a larger external weight (Experiment 1) or a smaller

internal weight (Experiment 2) and provide an explanation of when each one would occur.
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1. Introduction

Locating tactile sensations requires knowing where our hands are in space.

Two reference frames are used to locate a touch: the internal, anatomical, ref-

erence frame and the external, spatial, reference frame. Responding to touch

involves integrating these sources of information. The relative contribution

of each reference frame can be measured using a tactile temporal-order judge-

ment (TOJ) task (Azañón and Soto-Faraco, 2007; Azañón et al., 2015; Azañón

et al., 2016; Badde et al., 2016; Cadieux and Shore, 2013; Cadieux et al., 2010;

Craig and Belser, 2006; Crollen et al., 2017; Crollen et al., 2019; Kóbor et al.,

2006; Pagel et al., 2009; Roberts and Humphreys, 2008; Röder et al., 2004;

Schicke and Röder, 2006; Shore et al., 2002; Unwalla et al., 2020; Wada et

al., 2014; Yamamoto and Kitazawa, 2001).

This unspeeded task requires participants to report which of two vibrations

applied to each of their hands occurred first, with their hands uncrossed and

crossed. Consistently, the crossed-hands condition produces poorer TOJ per-

formance than the uncrossed condition. All accounts of the deficit highlight

the automatic transfer of information from the internal to the external refer-

ence frame (i.e., spatial remapping; see Badde and Heed, 2016 for review).

Models differ with respect to how the two reference frames are treated to

determine the final stimulus location. Non-integration models suggest that the

touch is located based solely on the external reference frame (Yamamoto and

Kitazawa, 2001). The conflict model highlights confusion caused by oppos-

ing response requirements for the two locations (i.e., internal versus external;

Shore et al., 2002). The integration model builds upon the conflict model by

defining the conflict as differential weights placed on the two reference frames

in determining the location of the final percept (Badde et al., 2016). Both the

conflict and integration models predict that emphasizing the external reference

frame will increase the size of the deficit whereas the non-integration model

makes the opposite prediction.

One way to bias perception to one reference frame or the other is to empha-

size the coordinate system within which the observer must respond (Cadieux

and Shore, 2013; Crollen et al., 2019; Shore et al., 2006). For example, by

using foot pedals instead of hand buttons to respond, it is possible to place

emphasis on either the internal or the external reference frame. The anatom-

ical response demand (i.e., lift the toe corresponding to the hand that was

stimulated first) preserves the left–right coding of the vibration and response,

making it more internally based. In contrast, the spatiotopic response demand

(i.e., lift the toe directly underneath the stimulated hand) requires remapping

the response from the hand surface to the corresponding hemispace in the

external reference frame. All studies using the response demand manipulation

implicitly assume that a tactile stimulus must first be localized to the hand
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before a response can be made. Critically, response demands are presumed to

affect the ability to localize the tactile stimulus on the hand. The anatomical

response demand ties the response to the body (right hand, right foot) biasing

the localization towards the internal reference frame which results in a smaller

deficit (Cadieux and Shore, 2013; Crollen et al., 2019; Shore et al., 2006). In

contrast, the spatiotopic response demand ties the response to the space around

the body (left side of space, left foot) biasing the localization to the external

reference frame, therefore increasing the deficit.

Quantifying the size of the deficit has typically used behavioural mea-

sures (such as the slope of a psychometric curve, or proportion of correct

responses), and inferred the weight given to each reference frame by a change

in these measures. The recent development of a probabilistic model (Badde

et al., 2016) affords us the potential to quantify the response demand effect

using estimated reference frame weights. Accordingly, we sought to replicate

the response demand effect (larger crossed-hands deficit with a spatiotopic

response demand) and apply the probabilistic model (Badde et al., 2016) that

maps behaviour onto weights for the internal and external reference frames.

1.1. Measuring the Crossed-Hands Deficit

Multiple measures of the crossed-hands deficit exist. Early work examined the

difference in the slope of the psychometric curves for crossed and uncrossed

postures (e.g., Shore et al., 2002). The probit analysis converts the proportion

of right-first responses into a z-score and then fits a straight line to the z-score

across stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA). This method allows for separate

analysis of the uncrossed and crossed performance, and indexes the crossed-

hands deficit as the difference in the slope measures. The same analysis can

be used to derive a just noticeable difference (JND). The JND is an indicator

of the time difference required between the two tactile stimuli to accurately

assess their temporal order. These analysis techniques have two shortcomings.

First, at longer SOAs, performance reaches a ceiling making the measure less

sensitive at detecting performance differences. Second, in the crossed posture,

the slope can be negative or approach zero, which can produce unreason-

able extrapolation of the data. In terms of the response demand manipulation

(Crollen et al., 2019), the uncrossed posture produced similar slopes with both

demands. In the crossed posture, the spatiotopic response demand produced

significantly shallower slopes (i.e., worse performance) than the anatomical

response demand. This larger crossed-hands deficit in the spatiotopic response

condition was attributed to a greater reliance on the external reference frame

when localizing the tactile stimulus, and supported the conflict model of the

deficit.

Another measure, used more recently, is the proportion correct difference

(PCD) score (Cadieux et al., 2010). To calculate the PCD score, the difference
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in the proportion of correct responses between crossed and uncrossed perfor-

mance is computed at each SOA, and then summed across SOA. There are

several advantages of the PCD score over other measures (i.e., slope or JND).

For instance, both the uncrossed and crossed-hands performance are combined

into a single score that indexes the magnitude of the deficit. Additionally,

the measure is model-free — no assumptions are made about the underly-

ing distribution of responses nor the shape of the psychometric curves. With

this measure, a larger deficit was found when participants used a spatiotopic

response compared to an anatomical response (Cadieux and Shore, 2013).

These measurements (e.g., slope, JND and PCD) are mostly atheoretical.

They provide a description of the data, but not how the underlying theoreti-

cally construed reference frame weights change under different task demands.

Recently, a probabilistic model was developed to estimate the relative weight

placed on the internal and external reference frame during a crossed-hands tac-

tile TOJ task (Badde et al., 2016). The researchers tested two models for the

crossed-hands deficit: the integration model and the non-integration model.

The integration model explained the crossed-hands deficit as a difficulty inte-

grating the internal and external reference frame in the crossed posture. In

contrast, the non-integration model explained the deficit as the result of a

difficulty remapping from the internal to the external reference frame. The

integration model better accounted for their data. The model estimates a pair

of internal and external weights that most likely created both the uncrossed

and crossed psychometric curves.

The model assumes the weights are stable within an individual across

time; therefore, changing hand position from uncrossed to crossed should not

change the weights. Based on these two weights — an internal and an exter-

nal — the model produces psychometric curves for the uncrossed and crossed

postures. In the uncrossed condition, the reference frames provide congruent

information, so the model takes the sum of the weights to compute the slope

of the curve. In the crossed-hands condition, the two reference frames conflict,

with the external reference frame providing incorrect information. As a result,

the model takes the difference between the weights to compute the slope of

the curve; the more an individual relies on the external reference frame when

resolving the conflict, the shallower the slope (i.e., the worse the performance

will be). Using this model, performance in the two conditions can be fit simul-

taneously to the weights placed on the two reference frames. Critically, this

measure is theoretical as it is based on the integration/conflict model of the

deficit (Badde et al., 2016; Shore et al., 2002).

Although the weights are assumed to remain constant across postural

changes, task demands, including instruction, can lead to a change in the

weights (Badde et al., 2016). In addition to the typical TOJ task, Badde et

al. (2016) used two other tasks. The first touch localization (FTL) task asks
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participants to indicate, in a speeded fashion, the hand that received the first of

two vibrations and ignore the second vibration. The only difference between

the TOJ and FTL task is the instruction to ignore the second vibration and

respond as quickly as possible. The third task was a single-touch localization

(STL) task, where only one tactile stimulus was administered and participants

had to indicate which hand was vibrated. Each task was completed in a crossed

and an uncrossed posture. In comparison to the tactile TOJ task, both the FTL

and STL showed an increased internal weight and a decreased external weight.

The weights remained stable within an individual, but simply by changing the

instructions provided during the tasks, the emphasis on each reference frame

was altered.

1.2. Scope of the Present Study

The present study had two main goals. First, we wanted to confirm whether

manipulating response demands would influence the magnitude of the crossed-

hands deficit. Second, we applied a probabilistic model to these data to gain

insight into the response demands manipulation. Each participant completed

a crossed-hands tactile TOJ task under both the anatomical and spatiotopic

response demand. To compare the size of the crossed-hands deficit across

the two conditions an analysis was conducted on PCD scores. Based on pre-

vious studies, we predicted that the use of an anatomical response demand

would result in a smaller crossed-hands deficit, whereas a spatiotopic response

demand would show a larger crossed-hands deficit. This larger deficit would

be revealed by a shallower slope in the crossed posture and a larger PCD score

in the spatiotopic response demand, compared to the anatomical demand.

We employed probabilistic models to estimate how response demands influ-

enced the weights placed on the internal and external reference frame. First, we

used a participant-specific model. This provided an estimated internal weight

and external weight for each participant in each response demand condition

individually. Next, we implemented a hierarchical model that assumed partic-

ipants were affected equivalently by the response demand manipulation; we

used this model to estimate the internal and external weights for the popula-

tion as well as weights for each participant. We predicted that the larger deficit

in the spatiotopic response demand would be explained by a decrease in the

internal weight, by an increase in the external weight, or by a combination of

the two. All options would result in decreased accuracy in the crossed-hands

posture, with minimal changes occurring to the uncrossed posture.
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2. Experiment 1

2.1. Methods

2.1.1. Participants

Twenty right-handed participants (10 males; average age: 19.3 years), were

recruited from the McMaster University subject pool. All had normal or

corrected-to-normal vision, were naïve to the purpose of the experiment, and

provided written informed consent prior to participation. All procedures were

approved by the McMaster Research Ethics Board and complied with the tri-

council statement on ethics (Canada).

2.1.2. Apparatus and Stimuli

Throughout the experiment, participants were seated at a table (height of

73.7 cm) and placed their hands 18 cm apart. Placed in each hand was a small

wooden cube with a Plexiglas top; there was a 2 cm hole in the top for par-

ticipants to place their thumbs on the vibrators, which were mounted under

the Plexiglas. Vibrations were delivered with an Oticon-A (100 Ohm; Oti-

con, Copenhagen, Denmark) bone conduction vibrator (width: 1.6 cm, length:

2.4 cm), that was driven by an amplified 250 Hz sine wave, set by the exper-

imenter to be comfortable and clearly suprathreshold. Mounted beneath the

vibrators were response buttons to be pressed by the thumbs on time-out tri-

als. Two foot pedals were positioned beneath the toes of each foot to collect

responses. All stimulation was controlled by a set of reed-relays connected

to the parallel port of a DELL Dimension 8250 running Windows XP soft-

ware. Matlab (MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA) was used to administer the

stimulation and collect responses. Participants wore over-the-ear headphones,

connected to an iPod Touch, playing white noise during the experiment to

mask the sounds produced by the tactile vibrators.

2.2. Procedure

Participants held one wooden cube in each hand, with their thumbs in con-

tact with the vibrators. Each trial began 800 ms after the participant’s previous

response. Two 20-ms vibrations, one to each thumb, were delivered separated

by one out of a fixed set of SOAs: ±400, ±200, ±50 ms, where negative

SOAs indicate the vibration was to the left hand (anatomical instructions)

or hemispace (spatiotopic instructions) first. The task required participants to

determine which of two vibrations occurred first under two different response

demands. Participants responded by lifting the foot associated with the appro-

priate response demand. In the anatomical response demand condition, par-

ticipants were instructed to ‘lift the foot pedal corresponding with the hand

that was vibrated first.’ If the left hand received the first vibration they should

lift the left toe (same for right hand and right toe). In the spatiotopic response
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demand condition, participants were instructed to “lift the foot pedal directly

underneath the hand that was vibrated first.” If the left hemispace received the

first vibration they should lift their left toe (same for right hemispace with right

toe). If no response was made within three and a half seconds of the second

vibration, the trial timed out. In this situation, both vibrators vibrated three

times, and participants pressed down on both vibrators to activate the buttons

mounted underneath. These trials and trials where participants responded in

less than 100 ms were removed before analysis. This resulted in the removal

of 23 trials across all participants. The next trial began as soon as the partici-

pant pressed down on both foot pedals.

Participants initially completed two practice blocks of 18 trials each. During

the first practice block, their hands were uncrossed; during the second practice

block, their hands were crossed over the midline. The experimenter remained

in the room for the practice trials in order to provide feedback and answer

any questions. Participants subsequently completed 12 experimental blocks

of 60 trials. For one half of the experiment, participants used the anatomical

response demand and for the other half the spatiotopic response demand. Hand

position was altered every three blocks between crossed and uncrossed posi-

tions. The starting response demand and hand position were counterbalanced

across participants.

2.3. Analysis

The crossed-hands deficit was assessed using PCD scores (the sum of the

difference between the proportion of correct responses in the crossed and

uncrossed postures at each SOA; see Cadieux et al., 2010; Heed and Aza-

ñón, 2014). The PCD scores were submitted to a 2 × 2 ANOVA with response

demand (anatomical vs spatiotopic) as a within-subject factor and sex (male

vs female) as a between-subject factor. We tested whether the crossed-hands

deficit was significantly different from zero in each response demand using

one-sample t-tests.

The above analysis provides an index of overt behaviour. In contrast, ref-

erence frame weight represents a theoretical construct that must be inferred

from the data. We first used the equations outlined by Badde et al. (2016) to

derive psychometric curves from the weights. We took a participant-specific

approach by using a maximum likelihood estimation to determine the com-

bination of internal and external weights that best accounted for each indi-

vidual participant’s data. An internal and external weight combination forms

a hypothesis, which can be used to generate psychometric curves, p(t), the

probability of a right-first response as a function of SOA (t) for the crossed and

uncrossed postures (equation 1). Each curve was a logistic function with slope

parameter, θ , calculated from a linear combination of the internal and external

weights (ω). With the hands uncrossed, the external response was congruent
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with the internal response. When the hands were crossed, the external response

was incongruent with the internal response. Thus, for the uncrossed posture,

θ is the sum of the internal and external weights, whereas for the crossed pos-

ture, θ is the difference between the weights. To compute the likelihood of the

hypothesis (H = ωint i,ωext i), the probability of the participant’s responses at

each SOA was calculated from a binomial distribution with expected value

p(t). Each participant’s internal and external weights were fit to the partici-

pant’s uncrossed and crossed data simultaneously, reflecting the assumption

that the weights do not change across these postures (see Badde et al., 2016).

Using a brute force algorithm, we discretized each participant’s internal and

external weights into bins of 0.5 spanning the range 0 to 40, calculated the log-

likelihood (equation 2) at each combination of internal and external weights

for each participant, and read out the maximum likelihood estimate. Estimates

for the weight parameters were determined separately for the spatiotopic and

anatomical response demands.

p(t) =
1

1 + e−θt
(1)

where

θuncrossed = ωint + ωext;

θcrossed = ωint − ωext;

t is contained in the set {±400, ±200, ±100, ±50}

log
[

p(di rd | ωi nt i rd,ωext i rd)
]

=
∑

t

rt i rd · log
[

pi rd(t)
]

+ lt i rd · log
[

1 − pi rd(t)
]

(2)

where di rd are the data from participant i for the given response demand;

ωint i rd, ωext i rd are the hypothesized internal and external weight values for

each response demand; r t i rd is the number of right-first responses; lt i rd is the

number of left-first responses (i.e., the number of trials minus the number of

right first responses); and t is contained in the set {±400, ±200, ±100, ±50}.

The participant-specific model assumed that participants’ data were statis-

tically independent of one another. We next implemented a hierarchical model

that encoded the arguably more plausible assumption that participants had

similar weights and were affected equivalently by the response demand manip-

ulation. For this purpose, we modified the hierarchical model proposed by

Badde et al. (2016). The hierarchical model encodes the assumption that the

response demand manipulation will have the same effect on all participants.

Each participant’s weights in one condition (we used the anatomical response

demand) were multiplied by a population task parameter to obtain the weights

in the other condition (the spatiotopic response demand).
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A Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampler using a Metropolis–

Hastings algorithm, implemented in R, was used to estimate the task param-

eters and the population means and standard deviations for the internal and

external weights (see Badde et al., 2016). We assumed that population dis-

tributions of internal and external weights were approximated by truncated

Gaussian distributions (limits = 0, ∞), with unknown means and standard

deviations. These population distributions served to generate priors for indi-

vidual participant weights.

The MCMC procedure provides an approximation for the posterior distribu-

tion of the model parameters. This is accomplished by comparing the posterior

probability of the current location in parameter space (which we refer to as a

hypothesis) with the posterior probability of a proposed hypothesis. The pro-

posed hypothesis is selected by randomly choosing a value from a Gaussian

distribution with a mean of the current value and a proposal standard devia-

tion (specified before starting the simulation). If the proposed hypothesis has a

higher posterior probability, then the simulation accepts the proposed hypoth-

esis. A new proposed hypothesis is then generated from this location. If the

current hypothesis has a greater probability than the proposed hypothesis, the

probability of accepting the new hypothesis is computed as the ratio of the

probability of the proposed hypothesis to that of the current hypothesis.

The parameter set for the hierarchical model consisted of 46 parameters,

six population-level parameters and 40 participant-level parameters. The six

population-level parameters were: the population mean internal and external

weights (µinternal and µexternal) and standard deviations (σ internal, σ external) in

the anatomical response demand, and an internal and external weight task con-

text parameter (δinternal and δexternal). All population parameters had strictly

positive, uniform hyperpriors. The standard deviation parameters represent

the model’s estimation of the spread of the individual weights. The task con-

text parameters were multiplied to the respective anatomical response demand

mean weights to obtain the spatiotopic response demand weights. Each of the

20 participants’ data were fitted with two parameters: an internal and exter-

nal weight (ωinternal and ωexternal) for the anatomical response demand. Given

that the response demand manipulation was assumed to affect all participants

equivalently, the weights for the spatiotopic response demand were calculated

by multiplying each participants’ anatomical response demand weights by the

population task context parameters. For instance, if the population external

task context parameter was 2, then the external weight in the spatiotopic con-

dition for all participants would be twice as large as their external weight in

the anatomical response demand. One hypothesis generated four psychomet-

ric curves for each participant — for each of the two response demands there
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were two curves, one for each hand posture.

p(H | D) ∝
∏

i

p(di |ωint i,ωext i)i

×
∏

i

p(ωint i,ωext i | µint,µext, δint,δext, σint, σext) (3)

× p(µint,µext, δint,δext, σint, σext)

The posterior probability of a hypothesis, H , given the dataset (D) was cal-

culated by Bayes’ formula (equation 3). The probability of each participant’s

data (d i) given the participant’s hypothesized weights was multiplied by the

prior probability of those weights. The probability of each participant’s data

given the weights was calculated using the binomial formula as described in

equation (2). To avoid underflow errors, equation (3) was evaluated by cal-

culating the logarithms of all likelihoods and priors, and then summed across

participants. The resulting log-likelihood was exponentiated prior to the prob-

ability comparison.

Five Markov chains with 250 000 samples each were run, with the first

50 000 samples removed as the burn-in period. The convergence metric, R̂,

was close to 1, indicating that the chains had converged (Brooks and Gelman,

1998). Each chain was initialized with random values for each of the 46 param-

eters. Future parameter values were chosen from a Gaussian distribution with

a mean centred on the previous parameter value and proposal standard devia-

tions of 0.14 for the weights, 0.06 for the population standard deviations, and

0.01 for the task context parameter. All runs had acceptance rates between

25% and 26%, and R̂ between 0.98 and 1.05 (see Supplementary Material).

A posterior predictive model check (PPMC) was conducted to evaluate the

goodness of fit of the model (Gelman et al., 2014, Ch. 6, pp. 141–164). Dur-

ing one Markov chain, simulated data were created for the chosen hypothesis

on each MCMC trial using the hypothesized participant weights and popula-

tion task parameters. Using the simulated data, we looked at two measures of

goodness of fit: the average PCD score (in the anatomical response demand,

spatiotopic response demand, and the difference between the spatiotopic and

anatomical response demands), and the correlation between the PCD scores

in the anatomical and spatiotopic response demands. The average PCD score

would determine whether the model provided a good fit for the overall data;

the correlation between conditions would be an indicator of the model’s fit

for individual participants. The response demands manipulation is expected

to bias all participants’ weights to either the internal or the external reference

frame. For this reason, we might expect a systematic difference in participants’

anatomical and spatiotopic response demand PCD scores. This should result

in a correlation between the scores from the two response demands. Indeed,
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[b]

Figure 1. Proportion of right (hand for the anatomical condition, hemispace for the spatiotopic

condition) first responses across stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA) from twenty participants (10

males) for both the crossed and uncrossed hand postures under both response demand con-

ditions. Inset bar graph represents the average proportion correct difference (PCD) score for

each response demand. Error bars represent standard error corrected for a within-subject design

(Cousineau, 2005; Morey, 2008).

this is built into the model by having the weights for every participant in the

anatomical response demand altered by the same magnitude when calculat-

ing the weights for the spatiotopic response demand. The posterior predictive

model check on the correlation would therefore test whether the model and the

observed data agree on this relation between participants.

2.4. Results

2.4.1. PCD Scores

PCD scores were calculated separately for each participant in both the anatom-

ical and spatiotopic response demand trials (see Fig. 1). PCD scores were

significantly smaller (i.e., a smaller crossed-hands deficit) using the anatom-

ical response demand than the spatiotopic response demand (anatomical:

M = 1.00, SD = 0.51; spatiotopic: M = 1.58, SD = 0.84; F1,18 = 8.57,

p = 0.009, η2
g = 0.16). There was no significant difference in performance

between males and females (male: M = 1.15, SD = 0.69; female: M = 1.42,

SD = 0.79; F1,18 = 1.24, p = 0.281, η2
g = 0.04), and no significant interac-

tion between response demand and sex (F1,18 = 0.70, p = 0.42, η2
g = 0.02).

One-sample t-tests confirmed the presence of a crossed-hands deficit for both

the anatomical (t19 = 8.67, p < 0.001, d = 1.94) and spatiotopic (t19 = 8.44,
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[b]

Figure 2. Joint likelihood distributions for the internal and external weights for each participant.

The darker the point the greater the likelihood of the weight pair.

p < 0.001, d = 1.89) response demand. Given the lack of a sex difference in

this dataset, all further analyses will not include sex as a factor.

2.4.2. Participant-Specific Model

We computed the maximum likelihood weight pair for each participant by

calculating the probability of the data given each hypothesized weight pair

(see Fig. 2 for the joint likelihoods of all tested weight pairs, see Fig. 3A

for the maximum likelihood weight pair). Based on these weights, we cal-

culated each participant’s expected data (Fig. 4). The expected data fit well

with the participants’ data (R2 = 0.93, p < 0.001), suggesting the inter-

nal and external weight combination successfully captures each participant’s

crossed and uncrossed performance. Based on the most likely weights, we

computed an expected PCD score for each individual, which was highly corre-

lated with their actual PCD score (Fig. 3B; r = 0.97, p < 0.001). Finally, we

computed an average internal and external weight for the different response

demand conditions (Fig. 3C). Overall, there was a higher weight placed on

the internal reference frame (F1,18 = 71.3, p < 0.001, η2
g = 0.1), and no sig-

nificant difference in the overall weight value between the response demands

(F1,18 = 0.39, p = 0.54, η2
g = 0.003). There was an interaction between the
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Figure 3. (A) The combination of internal and external weights that best fit the data, for each

of the response demands, for each participant (connected by a line). (B) Comparison of the

proportion correct difference (PCD) score obtained from the participants’ raw data to the PCD

score calculated from their most likely weights. (C) Overall internal and external weight in

each response demand. This was found by taking the average of each participants’ weights.

Error bars represent standard error of the mean corrected for within-subject comparisons. The

smaller circles represent the weights from individual participants.

Figure 4. Individual participant performance. The circles represent the participants’ raw data,

and the triangles represent the expected performance calculated from their most likely weights.

The numbers on top of each figure represent the participant’s maximum likelihood estimated

internal and external weights. The number in the top left of each figure is the participant’s

actual proportion correct difference (PCD) score. The graphs are sorted by PCD score in the

anatomical condition.
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Figure 5. (A) Most likely weight for each participant in each response demand. The arrow

connects the weights for each participant. (B) Comparison of the proportion correct difference

(PCD) score obtained from the participants’ raw data to the PCD score calculated from the most

likely weights. (C) Overall population internal and external weight in each response demand.

Error bars represent 95% credible intervals. The small circles represent individual participant

weights.

reference frame and response demand, (F1,18 = 6.23, p = 0.02, η2
g = 0.006)

such that the anatomical response demand appeared to place less weight on the

external reference frame (t19 = 1.53, p = 0.14, d = −0.05) than did the spa-

tiotopic response demand, while the internal weights between the two response

demands were not significantly different (t19 = −0.30, p = 0.77, d = 0.28).

2.4.3. Hierarchical Model

The population internal and external weights were calculated for the anatomi-

cal response demand by taking the mean values across all five Markov chains.

The weights in the spatiotopic response demand were calculated by taking

the weights in the anatomical response demand on each trial, and multiply-

ing it by that trial’s task parameter, then averaging across the five Markov

chains (Fig. 5C). This resulted in an internal population weight of 11.05 [95%

credible interval (CI): 7.89, 13.73] with a population standard deviation of

5.85. The external population weight was 4.87 (95% CI: 1.43, 7.16) with a

population standard deviation of 4.16 for the anatomical condition. The popu-

lation internal task parameter was 1.12 (95% CI: 1.03, 1.23) and the external

task parameter was 1.62 (95% CI: 1.42, 1.87), resulting in an internal weight

of 12.40 and external weight of 7.87 for the spatiotopic response demand.

The credible intervals for the task parameters did not include 1, indicating an

increase in both reference frame weights in the spatiotopic condition.

For each participant, we estimated the internal and external weights for each

condition by taking posterior means — i.e., the average value of each weight

parameter across the Markov chains (Fig. 5A). Using the posterior mean

weight, we computed expected data for each participant (Fig. 6). The expected
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Figure 6. Individual participant performance. The circles represent the participants’ raw data,

and the triangles represent the performance calculated from their most likely weights in the

hierarchical model. The numbers on top of each figure represent the participant’s maximum

likelihood estimated internal and external weights. The number in the top left of each figure is

the participant’s actual proportion correct difference (PCD) score. The graphs are organized by

PCD score in the anatomical condition.

data provided a good fit for the participants’ data (R2 = 0.9, p < 0.001). The

expected PCD scores were correlated with the participants’ actual PCD scores

(r = 0.85, p < 0.001; Fig. 5B). When compared to the weights obtained from

the participant-specific approach (Fig. 7) these weights showed a strong cor-

relation for the internal weight (r = 0.89, p < 0.001) and external weight

(r = 0.77, p < 0.001).

The PPMC (Fig. 8) revealed that the mean from the posterior PPMC distri-

bution matched closely with the average PCD score for each condition, mean-

ing the model successfully captures the average PCD scores of the participants

for each condition. However, the model does not reproduce the correlation

between PCD scores from the two response conditions. The posterior mean

of the PPMC distribution suggests a strong positive correlation between the

anatomical and spatiotopic conditions (r = 0.76); however, this correlation is

not observed in the raw data (r = 0.215, p = 0.36).

2.5. Discussion

Overall, we observed a larger crossed-hands deficit when using a spatiotopic

response demand compared to an anatomical response demand. This was evi-

dent from the proportion of right-first responses, where the crossed-hands

condition showed closer to chance performance under the spatiotopic response
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Figure 7. Comparison of the weights obtained from the maximum likelihood estimation and

the hierarchical model. There was a strong correlation obtained for both the internal weight and

external weight.

Figure 8. (A) Posterior predictive distributions of proportion correct difference (PCD) scores

for the anatomical and spatiotopic conditions, and the difference between the spatiotopic and

anatomical conditions. (B) Posterior predictive distribution of the correlation between the

anatomical and spatiotopic PCD scores. The vertical dotted lines represent the observed val-

ues from the raw data from Experiment 1.

demand. Larger PCD scores were also observed in the spatiotopic response

condition. Both behavioural analyses support our initial hypothesis of a larger

deficit when the external reference frame was emphasized.
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A probabilistic model was used to estimate the weights placed on the inter-

nal and external reference frame in each response demand. Using a participant-

specific approach, we determined the internal and external weights for individ-

ual participants. Overall, a spatiotopic response demand resulted in a greater

external weight and a slightly lower internal weight than the anatomical

response demand. A hierarchical model showed that, at the population level,

the internal weight increased slightly with the response demand manipulation,

while the external weight was 1.5 times greater in the spatiotopic response

demand. This was similar to the changes observed in the participant-specific

approach. The hierarchical model more accurately reflects the true relation

between the conditions, as the population parameter estimates are based on

more information than just an average of the participant values.

The participant-specific model used a maximum likelihood technique to

determine the probability of the data given all combinations of internal and

external weight pairs. By looking at the weight pairs with higher likelihoods, it

is evident that the difference between the internal and external weights remains

constant. Given that the crossed-hands curve is estimated as the difference

between the weights, the crossed posture seems to constrain the weights that

are plausible. In contrast, the uncrossed posture is fitted based on the sum of

the weights. This posture typically results in steeper slopes, resulting in many

sums that can give rise to similar psychometric functions.

The hierarchical model provided a good fit for the participants’ data, but

not as good a fit as the participant-specific model. This is expected of a hier-

archical model, because in such a model the population parameters relate

the participants to one another, refining the inference about each participant

based on the data from all the others. Consequently, the inference regard-

ing the true parameter values of each participant depends on more informa-

tion than merely the data from that one participant. The hierarchical model

assumed that the response demands manipulation would affect each partici-

pant to the same degree. Therefore, the participants’ weights in the anatom-

ical response demand were multiplied by the corresponding population task

parameter to obtain their weights for the spatiotopic response demand. Pro-

vided that this model’s structure realistically reflects the effect of the response

demand manipulation, parameter estimates from the hierarchical model will

be more robust than the participant-specific estimation against noise in the

individual participant’s data.

Posterior predictive model checks revealed the average PCD score of the

model was similar to the average PCD score from the observed data. This

would suggest that the hierarchical model structure realistically captures that

aspect of the observed data. In contrast, PPMC applied to the correlation

between the anatomical and spatiotopic response demand PCD scores reveals

a poor fit with the observed data. In the observed data there is a small positive
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(non-significant) correlation between the two response conditions, while the

hierarchical model consistently predicts a moderate to strong positive corre-

lation. The strong correlation in the hierarchical model is likely a by-product

of the population task parameter. Given that the weights for every participant

in the spatiotopic response demand are multiplied by the same values, this

is perhaps predicting a cleaner relation between the two response conditions

than actually exists. Because the external task parameter is greater than the

internal task parameter, the model requires there to be a larger crossing effect

in the spatiotopic response demand than in the anatomical response demand.

While this is the case for the majority of participants, five participants showed

the opposite effect. It is likely that these few participants are driving the low

correlation in the observed data. To test this, we checked the magnitude of

the correlation with these few participants removed (r = 0.84, p < 0.001),

and it is similar to the correlation predicted by the PPMC. It is possible that

these participants are performing the task using a different strategy, and these

participants might be better fitted with a different model. Future studies could

explore additional model variants that can accommodate individual differences

in the relation between response conditions.

3. Experiment 2

Next, we wanted to replicate the model results using a different dataset. This

dataset was chosen because of its larger size and more homogeneous sample

(only right-handed females). The identical task to that used in Experiment 1

was completed as part of a larger experiment investigating the relation between

body image, the rubber hand illusion, and the crossed-hands deficit. For the

purpose of this paper, we will only be focusing on the crossed-hands tactile

TOJ portion.

3.1. Methods

3.1.1. Participants

Forty-seven right-handed, female participants (average age: 18.4 years), were

recruited from the McMaster University subject pool. Four participants were

removed for not following the task instructions. All had normal or corrected-

to-normal vision, were naïve to the experiment, and gave written informed

consent before participation. All procedures were approved by the McMaster

Research Ethics Board and complied with the tri-council statement on ethics

(Canada).

3.1.2. Apparatus and Stimuli

Apparatus and stimuli were identical to those in Experiment 1.
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Figure 9. Proportion of right-first (hand for the anatomical condition, hemispace for the spa-

tiotopic condition) responses across stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA) from forty-three female

participants for both the crossed and uncrossed hand postures under both response demand con-

ditions. Inset bar graph represents the average proportion correct difference (PCD) score for

each response demand. Error bars represent standard error corrected for a within-subject design

(Cousineau, 2005; Morey, 2008).

3.1.3. Procedure

The procedure was identical to that in Experiment 1, except two additional

SOAs were tested (±100 ms). A total of 222 time-out and premature trials

were removed.

3.1.4. Analysis

The analyses were identical to those in Experiment 1, except the ANOVA on

PCD score did not include the between-subject factor of sex.

3.2. Results

3.2.1. PCD Scores

PCD scores were calculated separately for each participant in both the anatom-

ical and spatiotopic response demand (see Fig. 9). PCD scores were sig-

nificantly smaller in the anatomical response demand than the spatiotopic

response demand (anatomical: M = 1.00, SD = 0.89; spatiotopic: M = 1.60,

SD = 0.86; t43 = 4.45, p < 0.001, d = 0.68). The crossed-hands deficit was

reduced by the use of an anatomical response demand. One-sample t-tests

revealed a crossed-hands deficit in both the anatomical (t43 = 7.34, p < 0.001,

d = 1.12) and spatiotopic (t43 = 12.23, p < 0.001d = 1.87) response demand

conditions.
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3.2.2. Participant-Specific Model

The maximum likelihood estimate for each participant was the weight pair

with the highest likelihood (see Fig. 10 for the joint posterior probabil-

ity of all tested weight pair, see Fig. 11A for the maximum likelihood

weight pair). Using these weights we calculated each participant’s expected

responses (Fig. 12). The expected responses fit well with the participant’s data

(R2 = 0.93, p < 0.001), suggesting the internal and external weight com-

bination successfully captures participant performance. Based on the most

likely weights, we computed an expected PCD score (Fig. 11B). The expected

PCD scores were highly correlated with the participants’ actual PCD scores

(r = 0.96, p < 0.001). We calculated an average internal and external weight

for each response demand (Fig. 11C). Overall, a higher weight was placed on

the internal reference frame (F1,42 = 129.82, p < 0.001, η2
g = 0.29). There

was no significant difference in the weights between the different response

demands (F1,42 = 3.82, p = 0.06, η2
g = 0.01). An interaction between refer-

ence frame and response demand was observed (F1,42 = 26.54, p < 0.001,

η2
g = 0.04), such that when switching from an anatomical to a spatiotopic

response, less weight was placed on the internal reference frame (t19 = −4.62,

p < 0.001, d = −0.51) while the weights placed on the external reference

frame between two response demands were not significantly different (t19 =

1.37, p = 0.18, d = 0.23).

3.2.3. Hierarchical Model

Each hypothesis was initialized with random values for each of its 92 parame-

ters. The additional parameters are due to the increased number of participants.

The same parameters from Experiment 1 were used for each participant and

the population. The population internal weight was 16.00 (95% CI: 13.58,

18.17) with a population standard deviation of 6.80. The external population

weight was 7.01 (95% CI: 5.47, 8.30) with a population standard deviation

of 3.55 for the anatomical condition (Fig. 13C). The population internal task

parameter was 0.77 (95% CI: 0.73, 0.81), and the external task parameter was

1.00 (95% CI: 0.91, 1.10), leading to an internal weight of 12.27 and an exter-

nal weight of 7.00 for the spatiotopic condition. The credible interval on the

internal task parameter was below 1, indicating a decreased internal weight

for the spatiotopic response demand, while the credible interval of the exter-

nal task parameter included 1, implying no change in this weight.

The highest probability internal and external weights for each participant

were estimated by the posterior means (Fig. 13A). The expected data com-

puted from these weights were a good fit for the participants data (R2 = 0.92,

p < 0.001; Fig. 14). The participant’s observed PCD score was correlated

with the expected PCD score (r = 0.86, p < 0.001; Fig. 13B). The internal
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Figure 10. Joint likelihood distributions for the internal and external weights for each partici-

pant. The darker the point the greater the likelihood of the weight pair.
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Figure 11. (A) The combination of internal and external weights that best fit the data, for each

of the response demands, for each participant (connected by a line). (B) Comparison of the

proportion correct difference (PCD) score obtained from the participants’ raw data to the PCD

score calculated from their most likely weights. (C) Overall internal and external weight in

each response demand. This was found by taking the average of each participants’ weights.

Error bars represent standard error of the mean corrected for within-subject comparisons. The

smaller circles represent the weights from individual participants.

weight (r = 0.93, p < 0.001) and external weight (r = 0.77, p < 0.001) were

strongly correlated with the participant-specific weights (Fig. 15).

The PPMC successfully captured the average PCD score, but not the cor-

relation between the two response demands (Fig. 16). The observed data

show a moderately positive correlation between the anatomical and spatiotopic

response conditions (r = 0.50, p < 0.001), while the model predicts a stronger

correlation between conditions (r = 0.79).

3.3. Discussion

In Experiment 2, we replicated Experiment 1: a larger crossed-hands deficit

was observed using a spatiotopic response demand compared to an anatomi-

cal response demand. This was measured through a larger PCD score in the

spatiotopic condition. This supports the theory that the spatiotopic response

demand emphasized the external reference frame.

When using a participant-specific model to determine the internal and exter-

nal weight for each response demand using a maximum likelihood estimation,

both the spatiotopic and anatomical conditions had similar external weights;

the internal weight was lower in the spatiotopic condition compared to the

anatomical response demand. The hierarchical model replicated the results

from the participant-specific model, whereby the external weight remained

the same in both conditions and the internal weight was 1.3 times lower for

the spatiotopic response demand.
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Figure 12. Individual participant performance from Experiment 2. The circles represent the par-

ticipants’ raw data, and the triangles represent the expected performance calculated from their

most likely weights. The numbers on top of each figure represent the participant’s maximum

likelihood estimated internal and external weights. The number in the top left of each figure

is the participant’s actual proportion correct difference (PCD) score. The graphs are sorted by

PCD score in the anatomical condition.

Posterior predictive checks on the average PCD score revealed that the

model provided a good estimate of the participant’s average PCD score. How-

ever, the model again predicted a stronger correlation between the participants’

anatomical and spatiotopic response demand PCD scores than was observed in

the data. If the eight participants who revealed a smaller crossed-hands deficit

in the spatiotopic condition were removed, the observed correlation (r = 0.79,

p < 0.001) more closely matched the predicted correlation from the PPMC.
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Figure 13. (A) Most likely weights for each participant in each response demand. The arrow

connects the weights for each participant. (B) Comparison of the proportion correct difference

(PCD) score obtained from the participants’ raw data to the PCD score calculated from the most

likely weights. (C) Overall population internal and external weight in each response demand.

Error bars represent 95% credible intervals. The small circles represent individual participant

weights.

4. General Discussion

Across two experiments we observed a larger crossed-hands deficit under a

spatiotopic response demand compared to an anatomical response demand.

This effect was measured using the PCD score (a measure of performance dif-

ference between the uncrossed and crossed postures), which was larger for the

spatiotopic response demand compared to the anatomical response demand.

These results replicated previous studies using this manipulation (Cadieux

and Shore, 2013; Crollen et al., 2019). The spatiotopic condition requires

responses to be made in external spatial coordinates. This has led to the

hypothesis that the spatiotopic response demand should place more empha-

sis on the external reference frame. The fact that these behavioural measures

showed worse performance in the spatiotopic response demand supported this

hypothesis.

To measure the weight placed on the internal and external reference frame,

we employed a modified version of the model designed by Badde et al.

(2016). We first fitted each participant’s data based on their equations for

creating the psychometric functions, using a participant-specific model. Next,

we employed a modified version of the hierarchical model. The participant-

specific approach fits each participant independently. The only estimate of the

population weights from this technique is through the mean of the participant

weights. While this results in a slightly better fit for the individual participant

data, it also increases the chance of the parameter fits being influenced by

noise in the individual data. This technique is appropriate if the participants’

weights are in fact statistically unrelated, such that the parameter estimates
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Figure 14. Individual participant performance from Experiment 2. The circles represent the

participants’ raw data, and the triangles represent the performance calculated from their most

likely weights in the hierarchical model. The numbers on top of each figure represent the partic-

ipant’s maximum likelihood estimated internal and external weights. The number in the top left

of each figure is the participants actual proportion correct difference (PCD) score. The graphs

are organized by PCD score in the anatomical condition.

for each participant can be based on that participant’s data alone. The hier-

archical model, in contrast, assumes that participants’ weights come from a

Gaussian population distribution, with unknown mean and standard deviation

parameters. Therefore, each participant’s data contribute by influencing the

population parameter fits, to the parameter estimates of the other participants.

This results in the individual parameter estimates being less swayed by noise

in the individual participant data, and also allows for a more sophisticated

estimation of the population weights.
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Figure 15. Comparison of the weights obtained from the maximum likelihood estimation and

the hierarchical model for Experiment 2. There was a moderate correlation obtained for both

the internal weight and external weight.

Figure 16. (A) Posterior predictive distributions of proportion correct difference (PCD) scores

for the anatomical and spatiotopic conditions, and the difference between the spatiotopic and

anatomical conditions. (B) Posterior predictive distribution of the correlation between the

anatomical and spatiotopic PCD scores. The vertical dotted lines represent the observed val-

ues from the raw data from Experiment 2.

Both the participant-specific model and the hierarchical model provided

similar results for each experiment. For Experiment 1, both methods revealed

a larger external weight for the spatiotopic response demand compared to the

anatomical response demand, while the internal weight remained unchanged.

In Experiment 2, the spatiotopic condition resulted in a smaller internal weight
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compared to the anatomical response demand, while the external weights

remained the same. The slopes of the crossed-hands conditions are com-

puted as the difference between the internal and external weight; as such,

an increase in the external weight or an equivalent decrease in the internal

weight will result in the same slope. Given that each experiment showed worse

crossed-hands performance in the spatiotopic condition than the anatomical

condition, both options are able to fit the crossed-hands data. The difference

between these two options is only evident in the slopes of the uncrossed psy-

chometric functions. Since the uncrossed posture is created from the sum of

the internal and external weights, an increase in the external weight results

in a slightly steeper uncrossed slope for the spatiotopic response demand,

whereas a decreased internal weight would result in a shallower uncrossed

slope. While the uncrossed performance in the two experiments was similar,

in Experiment 1 the spatiotopic condition had slightly better uncrossed perfor-

mance compared to the anatomical condition, which the model attributes to an

increased external weight. In contrast, the spatiotopic condition had slightly

worse uncrossed performance compared to the anatomical condition in Exper-

iment 2, which the model attributes to a decreased internal weight.

The participant parameters from the participant-specific model and the hier-

archical model were slightly different (Figs 6 and 13), as a result of the addi-

tional population parameters, specifically the population standard deviation.

As the participant-specific approach fits all participants independently, this

technique assumes there is no relation between participants, or that the stan-

dard deviation is extremely large. In the hierarchical model, as the estimated

standard deviation approaches infinity, the weights would become equivalent

to those in the participant-specific approach. Here, for both participant param-

eters, higher weights in the participant-specific approach were slightly smaller

in the hierarchical model, and lower weights were slightly larger in the hierar-

chical model compared to the participant-specific approach. The smaller range

of participant weights estimated by the hierarchical model suggests that the

participants’ weights are indeed related via a population distribution with finite

standard deviation.

At the individual level, not all participants showed the same trend of worse

performance in the spatiotopic response demand. A small subset of par-

ticipants in each experiment showed the opposite, a smaller deficit in the

spatiotopic response demand. There were no commonalities regarding these

participants’ performance or the order in which they completed the response

demands. One possibility is that these participants more successfully ignored

the external reference frame in the spatiotopic condition than the anatomi-

cal condition. Alternatively, these participants could be performing the task

differently than the rest. The spatiotopic response demand requires partici-

pants to locate the tactile stimulus in external coordinates (hemispace instead
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of hand). In this condition, instead of a direct mapping from the location

of the hand to the response, there is a direct mapping from hemispace to

response. Given that the response matches the location of the stimulus in

external space, the more a person can focus and utilize the external reference

frame, the better their performance should be. The conceptualization for the

anatomical response demand task remains the same. The critical difference

between the anatomical and spatiotopic response demand, based on this con-

ceptualization, is which reference frame the participant must ignore when the

hands are crossed in order to respond correctly. In the anatomical condition the

response is mapped internally, therefore ignoring the external reference frame

results in better performance. In the spatiotopic condition where the response

is mapped externally, ignoring the internal reference frame, and focusing on

external information, would improve performance. It is possible that some par-

ticipants are conceptualizing the spatiotopic response demand in this way. This

hypothesis for how individuals are performing the task would require slight

modifications to the equations for constructing the spatiotopic psychometric

curves.

This may also be causing the low correlation between the anatomical and

spatiotopic response demand PCD score in the observed data. When the hier-

archical model fits all participants using the same strategy, a large correlation

is observed as performance in the spatiotopic condition always has a larger

PCD score than the anatomical condition. When the participants showing the

opposite effect are removed, the observed correlation is much closer to the

correlation estimated by the PPMC.

Given that participants might use different strategies, the use of a single per-

formance model for all participants might be a limitation. The ability to assign

different participants to different performance models might help differenti-

ate which participants are using similar strategies. This could be implemented

as another level in the hierarchy. Future studies with more explicit instruc-

tions are needed to better understand the different strategies that may be used

on this task. One such instruction could be to ask participants to locate the

stimulus based on the hemispace, rather than the hand of the vibration in the

spatiotopic response demand. This instruction explicitly ties the response to

external coordinates; therefore, if participants show a smaller deficit under

these new instructions it would suggest some participants in the original study

were adopting the strategy of responding based on the hemispace.

The results from this study support previous research showing that task

instructions influence the weights placed on the internal and external refer-

ence frames. In one study, participants received one low and one high fre-

quency vibration, one on each hand (Badde et al., 2015). The participant had

to make two responses to the vibrations. First, the participants indicated the
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hand that received the first stimulus. After making the temporal response, par-

ticipants were asked to determine the location of the stimulus of a certain

frequency (either high or low depending on the participants). This secondary

response used either internal instructions (location tied to the hand) or external

instructions (location tied to a side of space). A smaller deficit was observed

under internal compared to external instructions. Even though the task instruc-

tions only affected the second response, performance on the primary temporal

response was altered by the task instructions, showing that task instructions

result in a reweighting of internal and external information.

Task instructions have also been shown to affect performance during a tac-

tile congruency task (Gallace et al., 2008; Schubert et al., 2017). In this task,

participants had to locate a tactile target on the hand while ignoring a tactile

distractor presented on the opposite hand. Under internal instructions partic-

ipants located the target based on where on the hand it occurred; external

instructions had participants indicate the target location relative to gravity.

Accuracy was higher when the distractor occurred at a congruent compared

to incongruent location, however what was considered congruent changed

based on the instructions. Under internal instructions congruency was judged

anatomically (e.g., target and distractor on palm), while under external instruc-

tions congruency was based on gravity (e.g., target and distractor at upper

location). The weights applied to each reference frame are affected by the task

instructions.

Both the behavioural data, as well as the model results, support integration

accounts for the deficit (Badde et al., 2016; Shore et al., 2002), as opposed to

non-integration models (Yamamoto and Kitazawa, 2001). Integration models

posit that both reference frames are used when localizing the tactile stimulus,

and the different weights placed on each reference frame determine the final

perceived location. In the crossed posture when the external reference frame

is more heavily relied on, this can sometimes lead to erroneous localization.

According to integration accounts, a larger crossed-hands deficit will occur

when an individual places greater weight on the external reference frame,

and will decrease as weight is transferred to the internal reference frame.

This was supported by the results of the present study, where the anatomical

and spatiotopic response demand manipulations biased participants towards

the internal and external reference frames respectively. As a result, a larger

crossing effect was observed under a spatiotopic response demand. Modelling

revealed that the spatiotopic condition caused either a greater external weight,

or a smaller internal weight. Both options placed a relatively larger emphasis

on external information. Other manipulations to the crossed-hands tactile TOJ

task have shown support for an integration of the reference frames. Altering

visual information through blindfolding (Cadieux and Shore, 2013), placing

the hands behind the back (Kóbor et al., 2006), or viewing uncrossed hands
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(Azañón and Soto-Faraco, 2007), results in a smaller crossed-hands deficit,

presumably by removing conflicting external information. Furthermore, con-

genitally blind individuals do not show a crossed-hands deficit (Crollen et al.,

2019; Röder et al., 2004) unless the response modality emphasizes the exter-

nal reference frame (Crollen et al., 2019) suggesting they do not automatically

integrate internal and external reference frames.

The use of this probabilistic model allowed direct exploration about how

various manipulations affect the use of each reference frame. This provides a

deeper understanding of how information is weighted when locating a touch.

Without this model, the theoretically construed weights could only be inferred

based on the size of the deficit. Future studies could apply this model to other

manipulations assumed to influence reference frame weights (i.e., visual infor-

mation) in order to test these assumptions quantitatively.
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